Dear Andrew et al,

I have read your manuscript and especially focused on your answers to the referee comments. All in all, I appreciate the detailed description of the instruments, their calibration and the resulting data. However, I do agree with the key comments of the reviewers (below) and would like to ask you to address them a little more than in the revised version.

(1)

Both reviewers suggested that parts of the introduction (i.e. the dam project and the relevance of the data for climate change and river runoff) should be modified and the introduction more focused on the relevance of the data for the validation of modeling input data. You answered that the more global context is relevant for readers beyond the community. This is correct, however, the introduction shall not raise expectations that are not fulfilled in the later parts of the manuscript.

I do understand your point with the dam that was the funding reason for this project and think it is ok to keep it as you suggested.

However, reading your manuscript, "we performed extensive field measurements in the same area. Our work combined field measurements with glacier runoff modeling to make projections of the effect of climate change induced future glacier mass changes on the inflow to the proposed dam; this paper focuses on the measurements" gives me the impression (and I am speaking as out of your community, I am a structural geologist by training and data curator for the last 5 years) that you are describing the data here (this paper focuses on the measurements) and that the glacier runoff models including the projections of the effect of climate change induced changes (etc) are part of another study?

If my interpretation is correct, I think that it would make everything much clearer if you stated this clearly in the introduction (even if the modeling paper is not yet published). What I mean is to slightly expand the last half sentence from "; this paper focuses on the measurements" to ". This paper focuses on the measurements while the resulting glacier runoff models etc... will be described in future studies..." (or similar).

(2)

My second question related to the old data from the 1980s... are these available?

I have glimpsed through the cited papers with the following result:

- Clarke 1991 (please add https://doi.org/10.3189/S0022143000042842 to the reference in the manuscript): no data present, except for plots and summary data like annual sliding velocity, surface ice flux etc...
- Clarke et al, 1985: data tables ... are these the data you are referring to?
- what about the two R&M consultants reports. I don't find online versions of them, only citations and the index of reports of the Susitna hydroelectric project. Are the cited reports online available? The titles are mentioning data....
It seems as at least some data are available as printed pdf (sometimes unfortunately covered by a paper note as in one table in Clarke et al, 1985) - do you possibly have some digital versions of the data (or could you imagine making them, i.e. extracting the data from the report or pdf) and could make them available? This would definitely involve some work (and the agreement of the authors of the data), but having some reference data from the 1980s in digital form would be so important, don't you think so? Of course, I am not requesting this, I am just asking if it would be possible? Especially the old reports (that are not online) could be copied with OHS and the data extracted.... I have no idea how many tables are in the reports and would focus on measured data whenever possible....